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Arabic Bread Recipe Part 1 

 
Egyptian Arabic transcript: 
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�8KLF ،8 م5  Jآ EF *#3اM ،8'NاO#ء م: ا#"'8 اQR S@ F :�O+(م5 )+&، و TUJ>!F ،�AV#م5 ا ?�'"W#ا XLYM ?Oآ O+(

:�O+(و ،Z�� وTUJ>!F م5 )+& آ3AV#وا ?�'"W#ا U'N QJWF رO!F ن \] C��C ت+<_ ^3 <#  UJVF .  
  

�? )+O م '"W#ا -A^ ?دا...�AV#8 وا'"# ( HK>;@م  ا O+( 0�� د1 \+# 5JB :م O+( . 5(1'0، دول أرO#ا b'cY( *;13#د
�8 وEF م'8، JA#وا ،H�Q#م+<!;': ا XLYM ?Oآ O+(و ،?�'"W#8 ا'>] XLYMو ، FOY] إ#* آ ن D>"#م+ ? ا XLYM ،ت � Jآ 

TUYc+F أOJF :�O+(و .Z��? #OL م  �;+3Ycا م5 )+& آ3;N :م :c+YM .  
  

 EFو C] V# 5(ور C] B :3ا#* مM ?3J'VF1" ش و C+K!( 8'K<YM *;13#د ،:c+م  ات O+( :'c+># *f UY#ا -A\#دا? ا
C+K!F أOJYM ?Oآ O+(و �"W;�  . #OL م  

  
 b'cYM ،?Oآ g] h8 ت"cM 3وه ،��: U'>] XLF  د1'0 دا? ^A- ا#+O+( :'c م  @"O+(3[ً  م ، وF ?�'J8 آ'Y'=

�: TV!YM ا#+8Y'c أV1 مO+(1'0، وO# (  U>آ  U^�YM ،�"Bودا? د1'0 ا �"Bأ)'& أو ا .  U>8 آY'c+#م  ا OL# اSAوه
E>Wت .  

  
UVlF Clmا(ر _!J;M ?Oآ O+( *إ#* ه :'c] 5K1 � ، ا#A"'8 آ<U  إ#* ه* أر)5 آJ' ت د3M *c';( 0'1ا#* n": أو [\

 ?Oآ O+(8، و] B o>p# C] B 5(3ا#*  م: رM ?دا -A\# (  UJ'VYM Z( هQJWFو  U+K!F.   
 

 

English translation: 

 
These are the ingredients for the Arabic white bread: 
 
- 4 cups flour. 
- 2 cups water. 
- 2 spoons yeast -- 2 small spoons. 
- 1 small spoon sugar. 
- Half a spoon salt. 
- 2 spoons oil -- large spoons. 
 
 

We mix the yeast with the sugar, together. Then we take a portion of the warm water, 
about half a cup. We add it to the yeast and sugar and combine them well. We leave it 
[the mixture] until it blooms a little bit, in order to be able to bake with it. 
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This is the shape of the yeast after seven to 10 minutes, after being combined with water 
and sugar. We bring the flour; these are four cups. We add to it the salt we had [ready]. 
We add the yeast. Then we add the two spoons of oil, and the one and a half cups of 
water that we have [ready].  Next, we start kneading the dough. We work them [the 
ingredients] together until they mix very well. 

 
This is the final shape of the dough after kneading. Now we cover it with a piece of cloth. 
And we leave it, from an hour and 15 minutes to an hour and a half, until it rests, and 
then we start cutting it. 

 
This is the shape of the dough after resting. Its size has doubled. We bring a tray that’s 
sort of large and spray it with white or brown flour. We spray the entire tray with flour. 
Next, we divide the dough into pieces, like this, until the whole dough is done. The whole 
four cups make about eight or 10 pieces of dough, which will be the piece of bread. But 
we leave them like this from 15 to 20 minutes, and then we start baking them.  
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